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CIP-EIP call for proposals no. 68/G/ENTR/CIP/13/C/N02C011 

 

“Building and Implementing Strategic Roadmaps of Demand-side Policy 

Measures to boost Demand for Industrial Innovations” 

 

Questions & Answers sent to ENTR-CIP-13-C-N02C011 

 

Q & A published on 7 June 2013 

 

1. Question: Is there any database of coordinators searching for partners and vice-versa 

for this call? 

 

Answer: There is not dedicated database for this call. To find potential partners, 

interested stakeholders could make use of, for example, the following websites: 

 The Enterprise Europe Network: http://een.ec.europa.eu/  

 The Cluster Collaboration Platform: http://www.clustercollaboration.eu/  

 Website of DG Research and Innovation: 

 http://ec.europa.eu/research/index.cfm (see “Find Project Partners”) 

 

 

2. Question: It seems that this call is phase 2 in an ongoing process – does it mean that 

participants from phase 1 would be prioritized/should apply for phase 2? Maybe not 

explicitly expressed in the call, but in praxis, expected? 

  

Answer: Please see Frequently Asked Questions 3, reply to question 9 “The 

implementation phase would start in 2015 and depends on the actions identified in the 

roadmaps, the markets selected and on the ambitions and commitment of the 

beneficiaries, to implement the roadmaps”.  

 

 

3. Question: Strands 4) and 5) – prepare and propose methods of monitoring in a 4-6 

year perspective. Does this imply that money should be budgeted for this beyond the 

project period? Should it be an external, academic/analysis type of organization being 

responsible for this? Each project suggests their own method and then contribute to / 

collaborate on developing a common, a broader European approach as described in 6)? 

Is this rightly understood? 

 

Answer: Number 4 in chapter 2.2, Specific Objectives, says that interested applicants 

shall “propose how the work shall be organized” and number 5 that stakeholders 

shall “prepare a preliminary methodology to monitor progress”. This monitoring 
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“must include a reporting system with milestones and deliverables and ensure that 

progress measurement is consistent and comparable over a number of years during 

the implementation of the roadmap”. Hence, these paragraphs describe the work 

eligible for funding during the duration of the action by the Commission with this call. 

Each applicant needs to reflect and propose an approach tailored to the market / 

innovation identified. It is correctly understood that the projects funded by this call 

shall contribute to the development of a methodology to measure and monitor the 

impact of demand-side policies in Europe as a whole, as set out in number 6. 

 

 

4. Question: Will a big external co-financing be an awarding criteria – and to what 

extend/weight? 

 

 Answer: The criteria to assess the eligibility (chapter 5), the financial and operational 

capacity of the applicants (chapter 7) and criteria used to evaluate the quality of 

proposals (chapter 8 and annex 3) are available in the call document.  

 

 

 

5. Question: Could complementary community currency (CCC) services designed as a 

B2C tool and focused on specific products / sector be considered a proper strategic 

measure to be supported at public level? 

 

Answer: Please see reply to Frequently Asked Questions 3, number 1: The call text 

says “With this call, the Commission invites stakeholders to propose a set of demand-

side projects open to all markets and sectors, which will develop and implement 

roadmaps for demand-side innovation measures”. (1. Context) Therefore, also 

complementary community currency services may be eligible. The final assessment 

will be made by the evaluation committee. 

  

 

 

6. Question: After a careful analysis of both the Lead Market Initiative and the report 

“Developing and evaluation and progress methodology” we have identified some 

issues that might need clarification. It is a matter of fact that there is a big gap between 

the size and nature of the 6 markets identified by LMI and the examples of market 

analysis provided in the report. We have seen you have partially addressed this issue 

in the FAQ section, where you explain that “the market or submarket chosen should be 

of a size or scope which allows for the use of data to describe the market and which 

allows for a detailed description of the barriers to market uptake of a 

product/service/process.”(FAQ published on 6 May, Question 2). Keeping this into 

consideration, we still see a discrepancy among the cases you mention that might lead 

applicants to confusion at the time of developing the proposal. So it would be of great 

help to have further indications on what could be the ideal width and scope of the 

market to be identified.  
 

Answer: Please see reply to question number 5. This call invites stakeholders to adopt 

a bottom-up approach and identify promising markets and instruments which could 

foster the market uptake of innovations. 


